
ERSA Independent 60

Gas soldering set for maximum soldering ease
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ERSA Gas-Sprint III

High-power gas solder gun

The professional construction and
equipment make this easy-to-
handle gas soldering set so versatile.
The ergonomic gas soldering iron
with its G 152 KN chisel-type 
catalyst soldering tip is the ideal
tool for service when performing
repair and maintenance, especially
in places where no mains supply
is available. 

The set comes complete with an
additional chisel-type catalyst 
soldering tip. For larger soldering
joints soldering tips are available
in sizes up to 4.8 mm (0.89 in).
Optional equipment: hot blade for
high resistance foam forming and 
cutting, hot-gas nozzle to work
smaller shrink sleevings and to
solder SMD-components, flame

nozzle for micro-welding purposes.
The ERSA Independent 60 is 
operated with customary butane
gas used also in gas lighters. 
One 65 ml (0.014 gal) gas cartridge
suits for appr. 5 fillings. 
The ERSA Independent 60 is your
real alternative to battery-powered
soldering.

Technical data:
Rating: 10 to 60 W 
Operating time for one gas filling: 

max. 90 min
Tank volume: 12.7 ml / 0.003 gal
Heating time: appr. 40 s
Sold. tip temperature: max. 400°C/752°F
Weight: 45 g / 1.6 oz
Ignition: cap-integrated
Butane gas operated

Order nos.:
G25400041 Independent 60 gas

soldering set, complete, 
consisting of:
G 250 KN Gas soldering iron with 

G 152 KN soldering tip
G 152 CN Chisel-type soldering tip
A 20 Tool holder
006 Cleaning sponge
G 156 Sponge container
KF 006 Plastic storage case

with inlay

Accessories:
G 806 K Gas cartridge 65ml/0.014gal

The ERSA Gas-Sprint III is the
preferred tool for the telecommuni-
cations industry. Additionally, it
proves useful for building sites, ser-
vicing, emergency services and
other fields of applications.
The catalytic combustion is triggered
by the integrated piezo-electric
igniter.
The solid metal service case provi-
des for safe transport and storage
of the gas solder gun.

Technical data:
Rating: 80 to 150 W
Operating time for one gas filling: 

max. 180 min
Tank volume: 80 ml
Heating time: appr. 40 s
Sold. tip temperature: max. 450°C/842°F
Weight (without case): appr. 400g/14.1oz
Butane gas operated
Order nos.:
G 824 CD Gas-Sprint III set
consisting of:
G 820 CD Gas soldering gun with

G 822 CD long-life sold. tip
ZT 00051 Cleaning brush
VP 00091 Metal service case
Accessories:
G 806 K Gas cartridge 65ml/0.014gal

G 152 CN
chisel-shaped, 1.0 mm

Independent 60

G 152 KN
chisel-shaped, 2.4 mm

G 152 AN
chisel-shaped, 3.2 mm

G 152 VN
angled face, 4.8 mm

G 152 MN
Hot blade

G 152 HE
Hot gas nozzle

G 152 BE
Flame nozzle

G 822 CD

Gas-Sprint III


